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Commiss ion guide  ines following the consultat ions
in connection with the Green Paper
On 13 July L985, the Conunission adopted a Gol1illlunication (COM(S')) 333 final) on
the perspectives for the conillion agricultural policy ("Green Paper ) which was
intended to serve as a basis for consultations with the 
Conununity institutions
and other interested parties. Pat- I of the Green Paper is a descriptive
section in which the Conuuiss ion discusses extensively the main features of
European farming, its contribution to the economic and agricultural
development of the lIIembl:~t- countries and the roLe it has pLayed in the
integration process in the Community. The Conuuission then considers the
problems now arising in connection with the col1uuon agricultural policy and
recalled the constraints which, in coming 
years, will have to he complied
with , i.e. the general economic context, with Low growth 
rates, limited
budgetary resources and a worLd market which is tending to grow narrower and
on which competition is stei-Hlily growing. As for possible solutions, the
Green Paper suggests subjects for study and a 
nlI1ge of possible options.
This document contains tentative guidelines which the 
Conuniss ion has worked
out on the basi s of the opinions expressed in the course of the consul 
tat ions
and study of the matter: over the last few months.
In some cases mor:e analysis and study is required before formal proposals can
be drawn up, while in others the situation calls for urgent action.
Therefore, ill or:der to ensure that the various measures taken at different
times are consistent with one another and that those involved understand their
interrelationship and significance, at this stage the overall framework and
the objectives to be attained must be indicated clearly.
Defining this overall framework was indeed one of 
th~~ main reasons for the
Green Paper and the ensuing consul tations. The Conuuission is aware that a
realistic appraisal of the pet-spectives for the conmlon agricultural policy in
the years "head is a Ih~ceSS i Ly for farmet s who took up farming when the market
situation was fundamentally dirfen~nt from what 
it is at present and who now
hi-we to make a great effort Lo adjust to the chclilged circumstan(~es. Such an
appraisal is also vital for young people who are wondering about their future
and the possibilities which agriculture still has to offer.As ~ega~ds certain particularly important aspects, this Communication is
supplemented by the p~oposal for a Regulation fixing compensation for the
dl;:finitivl:~ discontilltwtion of milk prodllction (COM(8S) 583 finc.tl), the
Memorandum on the adjustment of the market organization for cereals
(COM(85) 700 final). The Commission is also finalizing a memorandtuu on
beef/veal , and it has put; in hand a detailed study on policy concerning food
suppl ies for developing collntries, with a view to proposals in the near futu~e.
As regards forestry policy, the Conullission is preparing a consultative paper
on certain questions relating to agriculture ,-Ind forestry. It plans to
conduct  consultation whi(~h will be as comprehensive as possible on the
questions raised in this document and on the ideas put forward.
r. The consulta t ions
Vcr-y intensive consultations have been held in the Inst few months; they
have enabled the Community s institutions and the other parties involved to
express their views on the analysis of the problel1ls ,-lIld the various options
set out in the Green Paper , to express desiderata and underline points of
concern.
While the views expres.sed sometimes diverge, in
aspects of action to be taken, they do reveaL a
fundamental questions which are proving crucial
main lines of an overall strategy.
particular on the practical
broad consensus on certa in
for the definition of the
1n the first place, there is very broad agreenuuent with regard to the
analysis of the situation. All the parties concerned agree in this
connection with the Conunission; they are therefore aware of the
seriousness of the problems and of the urgent need for resolute, sustained
and effective action. Their receptiveness may therefore be counted on for
action on these  ines.
Secondly, all part ies agreed that fanning in Europe has a special
character, the key features being the central importance of family farms
and the very wide range of structures and production conditions. As the
Conunission noted in the Green Paper, the special nature of European farming
is such that approaches such as those adopted in the UHi ted Stiltes of
America, where farms are very large and farmers few in nwnber, is neither
feasible nor desirable.Thirdly, there is a growing awareness of the fact that agriculture, beyond
its economic function, also has an increasingly illlpot-t;lI1t I'ole in regional
development, contt- ibuting to the tUililltenallce of the socio-economic filbl-
or to the safeguard of the environment and the countrys ide. These
services to society as a whole are of key importance in t-egions which
because they are so far from urban centres and because of difficult
natural condi tions, face the danger of progressive desertif ication and
impoverishment in both economic and cultural terms.
Last ly, the consul tat ions have shown that both the fanners and the other
parties involved reject any unduly st.\tic clpproach to farming. Farmet-s ill
particuLu- are fearful of being forced out of the mainstremn of society,
and they are anxious to take part in curTent developments ill the
techn ica l, economi (~ and soc i a I fie 1 dB; they an~ rcndy to make the i r
contributions to this pt ocess , and, while emph'-Isizing cet- tain specific
.Ispects pecull.\r to lanning, look forwar'd to growillg illtegration into the
rest of the economy.
The ConIDlission has examined carefully all the points of view expressed
during the consultations and has taken them into account in its own study
work and when defining the guidelines set out in this Communication. 
has constant ly borne in mind the three ma in principles underlying the
contlnon agricultural policy: a single miu-ket finallcial solidarity and
Contlnullity preference.
I I. Nature of the 2_t:"Q.~~I~~11
The imhalance between the supply of ;Hld the demand fol' eer-tain
.Igricultural products is the crucial problem now hampering the proper
conduct of the common agricul tural pol icy.
In the Green Papet- the Conunission pointed out that currellt trends ill many
sectors of agriculture are leading ll1evitably to a growth of surpluses
which '-Ire becoming increasingly dift icult and costly to dispose of both
within the COl!U1ll11lily and on the world market. This results in it waste of
esources which is difficult to justify, particularly in the present
economic situation and at a time when the Community should be
concentrating its efforts on a strategy for the future. - (t also produces
a climate of uncertainty inhibiting Community farmers in their work and
decisions. Lastly, it leads to growing tension in our relations with
countries outside the Community.
This situation arose mainly as iI result of the open-ended guarantees which
have gradually isolated fcirmers from market forces. It is also the result
of institutional prices being set at very high levels to deal with the
income problellls of structurally weak holdings. These holdings make a very
small contribution ill terms of production but in terms of nwllbers they
predOlllillit te in the Conuuun ity. The Ciwses of the prob 1 em have been knownfor a long time: in 1968, in the first of a long series of memorand~l
deal ing wi th the proh I ems a f f ec t ing Conunun i ty agriculture, the Conun iss i all
pointed to the dangers of a trend which was already discernible. The
fact is that it is not easy to remedy the situation without at the same
time creat ing income problems which are socially ,-H1d therefore
politically unacceptable for a very large ownber of farmers who are
marginal ill terms of production but whose function, at least in certain
cases, is essential for preserving the social balance, for land use
planning and for the preservation of the environment. The task is made
more difficult by the fact that enlargement from a Conununity of Ten to 
Conununity  of  Twelve will have the effect of increasing the structural
diversity of Col1uuunity agriculture.
III.  Objective J:QYe atta.
The production processes in agriculture are linked to biological cycles
which in most cases extend over one or more years and in the case of
permanent" crops (vines, olives, fruit trees, etc. ) may even cover
several decades. In addition , in agriculture we often have to deal with
eye 1 ical movements of the market and the unforeseeab Ie and sometimes
drastic consequences of climatic factors. It would therefore be illusory
to seek to give farmers a more responsible attitude to production and the
market by means of radical or abrupt measures or to expect spectacular
results immediately or in the very short term.
Radica I and abrupt measures would, moreover , be unfair. As the
Conunission has already pointed out in its memorandum on the adjustment of
the l11i\rket organization for cereals (COM(85) 700 final of 14 November
198'1), in choosing the solution to be adopted it must be borne in mind
that the present situation on the agricultural markets, while it 
partly the r-esult of the free choices made by farmers in the running of
their- holdings, is also the result of the agricultural policy guidelines
la id down by the Collunun i ty insti tut ions over mor-e than 20 years of the
CAP and the measures - some fully consistent with the CAP, some less so -
adopted under the national agricultural policies. This shared
responsibility must be r-ecognized and accepted by both sides.
The ColIuuission considers that in order to achieve the desired aim there
is a need for measures extending over several  yeiHs  and that consistency
and continuity are at least as impor-tant as the scale of the measures
adopted in any given year. In order to avoid disappointment it is also
necessary to be aware that r-esul ts will only be achieved gradua lly.It is therefore essentiaL to state the objectives very clearly at the
outset. There must be as broad a consensus as possible on thes.
objectives. The means to achieve them can be adjusted along the way to
the extent that they prove insufficiently effective.
In the  ight of the anaLyses performed and the opinions expressed by the
various bodies in the course of the consultations, the Conmlission, in the
framework of and with due regard fot- Articl~ 39 of the Treaty of Rome, has
identified the following priorities:
- gradually to reduce production in the sectors which are in surplus and
to alleviate the resulting burden on the taxpayer;
to increase the diversity and improve the quality of production by
reference to the internal and external markets and the desires of
consume rs ;
to deal more effectively and systematically with the income probl.ems of
small family farms;
- to support agriculture in areas where it is essential for land use
planning, maintenance of the social balance and protection of the
environment and the Landscape;
- to make fanners more aware of envi ronmental issues;
- to contribute to the development in the Community of industrief., which
process agricultural produce, and thus involve agriculture in the
profound technological changes which .at-e taking place.
IV. Methods
---
The seriousness of the problems calls for urgent and sustained action; the
various instnwlents of the CAP must therefore be used to contribute to the
search for solutions whereby the objectives can be achieved.
The policy on prices and mar"kets and the policy on structures constitute
an int(!r-related whole having Llw same objectives, i. e. those of
At-l icl (: 39 of lhe Tr-ealy; it is therefore important that they shouLd act
a long co-onI i nilted and collver-gent  ines. I t would be abllonllal that two
instrwlIcnts of a single pol icy should have the effect of offsetting each
other.Th is LIppi ies also in respect of act ion taken under agricul tural policy
schemes organized in the member countries themselves, which , especially
for schemes relating to structures, account for the bulk of funds spent.
The datil mustered in it stu(ly published by the Conunission eilrly in the year
011 public expenditun~ 011 agriculture show that total lliltioHal expenditure
broad ly matches tota 1 Conunun i ty expelldl ture on guidance and market
guarantee.
Efforts made HIlder the pol  icy  on prices to control the expansion of
production and illst i 1 ill farmers a greater awareness of the market should
not be hampered by measures the direct or fndirect effect of which is the
opposite, e.g. on-farm investments that may lead to the expansion of
production of products already in surplus by  more  intensive use of land.
The Conunission will be particularly watchful with regard to this danger,
especia lly in its approach to State aids. It takes the view that improved
consistency in this field is indispensable, were it only to ensure that
the rigour which is required and is being imposed .at Conununi ty level 
not allowed to become an excuse for increased flexibility in action taken
;It lIatiomd level , and therefore the occ,-tsioll for the beginning of a
g'-
itdl1ill process of " ellationitl izaLioll" of agricultural policy.
The nature of the problems and esperially their I inks with changes in
pl-oduction .'md ill the mat-kets also require increased flexibility in the
use of the various instnuncnts made available under Conununity Regulations. It must be possible to wield these instnunents in harmony
with current circlllllsUHlCeS and in compliance with the t-ole origin..llLy
ilssigned to tht~l/I, Hilder the market orgallizatiolls to which they relate.
This objective, which is i\ matter of efficiency, call be achieved 
further extension of the delegation of powers granted to the Conunission as
the body responsible for management, in particular by a strengthening of
its responsibility for all decisions relating to the disposal of products.
A. ~ri~
~ _~~_
mE~_k~ts~_ti~y
fn the Green Paper the Conunission set out two extreme basic options for
ach ieving a better balance between supply and demand:
- a rigonms prices pol  icy  accompanied where necessary by direct aids
to overcome the income problems which such a policy could entail for
the structurally weaker holdings;
- the introductioll or pnHlllctioll quotas.The first solution gives the farmer an entrepreneurial role; he is free
to make his own choices but also mOl-e t-esponsible as regards their
consequences at market level. It is also designed to ensure that a
clearer distinction is made between economic and social considerations
when price decisions are taken in the framework of the CAP.
The second solution foreshadows il trend towards an increasingly
managed" agriculture.
In the course of the consultations, farmers declared their opposition
to quotas and increased bureaucratic control of agriculture; they also
expressed their distrust of a g~neral ized system of direct aids to
incomes. They believe that in agriculture, as in all other sectors, it
is the market , and therefore prices, which should provide the yardstick
of the prof itabil ity of the farm, and they cannot accept '-Ill arrangement
which would leave many of them "on welfare Some Coumiunity farmers,
however, were prepared to share filwncial responsibility for disposing
of surpluses but on condition that the funds wet-e used to develop new
outlets and farmer-s were ilSSOC iated in manag Lng them.
The Conunission has taken note of these views. They deset-ve the
gn~ilt~sL attention when it comes to dt~fining a strategy which , in order
to achieve i ts object ives, will t-equire a whole-hearted conunitment on
the part of hlrmer-s, particularly those who have chosen to engage in
fanning in the full knowledge of what was involved, who intend to
continue farming and for whom farming is the principal source of income.
The Conunission , however , wishes to stress that it would be illogical to
refuse the status of a welfare recipient and at the same time reject
the idea of shared responsibility. Co-responsibility is a justified
and fair solution in view of the increasing burden on the Conll11unity
budget , and hence on the taxpayer , which results from disposing of
producUon which has expanded and keeps expanding while shielded, at
least in part , from the realities of the market-place and which, in
addit ion, greatly exceeds the requirements of the internal market.
1. Prices -- -- --_u
Pdce policy is the main instnuncnt for guiding the development of
agr icllltlln~ i II the med ium and I ong term while tak ing account of
demand wi tit i n the ConUlJun i tyand out 1 ets on the world market. In the
present market situation, and in view of the outlook for the next
few years, the Coll1l11ission takes the view that a restrictive price
policy is necessary. It is aware, however, that this policy will
have to work wi thin certain limits.Even a deastic reduction in institutional prices would affect the
level of production only gradually and would probably have only
limited effects on consumption because of the relative inelasticity
of demand for agricultural products.
A rigorous policy, with across-the-board price cuts ~ would also have
a very uneven impact on incomes, because farming structures vary so
widely within the COI1ill1Unity, a factor that will be further
;wcentu;tted when Portugal and Spain join. The options listed in the
Green Paper to oven:ome this disadvantage include direct aids, e.g.
aids to supplement the incomes of farm households, or aids having a
more structural character for farms which have a fair prospect of
viability in the Long term. But serious difficulties stand in the
way of generalized deployment of aid schemes of this kind, given the
very diversified economic and structural situations in the Community
at the pn~sent timt~ , for- administrative and budgetary reasons; on
the other- hand, direct aids of .':1 more specific character could well
form a vaLu'-lble adjunct to market man;1gement or could help to temper
certain structural problems.
Consequently, the Commission believes that the policy on prices must
be suppLemented by other machinery enhancing the effectiveness and
sharpen ing the se Lectivity of the action taketh An important
consideration is this connection is the need to allow more fully for
the spec tal incoine problem arising for small farms and. by this
approach, also to allow for the problems of the regions in which
there are heavy concentrations of farms handicapped by weak
s t ruc tures.
2.  Productio~quo
!:~~
Provided they can be administered properly iUtd effectively,
pnJdllCL io\l ((\loLas hilve the obvio\ls adv;.U1tage of cxet- ting a rapid and
din~ct influence on the quantity produced. In the Green P;1per , the
Conunission has alt-cady pointed out the many disadvantages of this
appeo;1ch , whi(:h repr-esents the culmination and institutionalization
of  a systetlli-ltic separi-ltion of the production process from the
real it ies of the market-place. It finds comfort in the fact that
farmers share its t-eservations and prefer responsibility to
constraint. The Collunission remains convinced that the dangers of
increasing bureil\ll'("atization  of  agriculture, factor inmlobiIity owd
an incecasingly mar-ked isolation of agriculture from the general
economy must be avoided at all costs.
Although at til'st sight it gives the illusion of security, such"
coursl:~ would he fundamentally opposed to farmers ' iuterests,
especially young farmers and those who regard farming as a genuine
entrepreneurial activity.This unambiguous attitude adopted by the Conuuission may seem
inconsistent with the f,-iCt that it has in the past proposed the
introduction of quotas for milk. It should, however , be remembered
that it accepted this solution only when it ascertained that,
because of special features of the dairy sector , the scale of the
problem, the time available to solve it and the failure of the
machinery then available, it had no choice to use this last resort
on a tempot-a ry bas is.
1.t should al so be n~memhered that should there be a new appl teat ion
of quotas, it would be difficulL if not impossible, if the aim was
to avoid shifting problems fl'OIll one sector to another, to confine
their scope to any given product. But the management of a quota
system cover- ing a large part of Conununity agriculture would raise
virtually insoluble adll1inistr.ative problems, particularly if it c,-~me
to attempting to control the development of crops harvested on an
annual basis.
3.  Pr2du
~~_!: ~(?-
~~~2-'!.siJ)5tj_ ~.Y
The principle of co~responsibility, implemented in a wide variety of
forms adapted to the various mat-ket organizations, has been applied
for a number of years under the conilllon agricultural policy. Its
purpose is to ensure that farmers pay part or all of the costs of
disposing of production exceeding a given quantity, this quantity
being normally referred to as the "guarantee threshold"
In 1984 , the Council stressed the need to apply "guarantee
thresholds" to all products for which there are surpluses or for
which budgetary expenditure may rise very sharply.
Co~r'espol1sibility can Lake diflel-ent practical forms. Itmay
involve t-edllctiol1s in the common prices or the intervention prices,
or a reducL inn in i1 ids, or curta i lment of aids related to maximum
quantities , or again the pclyment of a levy designed to cover certain
budget costs for disposal, or again quota restriction of guaranteed
production; it is now applied in respect of most products,
including sugar, milk , cereals. rape, sunflower, cotton, tobacco,
toma to-based processed produc t s, and wine.
In budgetar-y terms and as means of controlling production, the
various fonus of co-responsibi 1 ity have been found to be all the
mon' effective if they clre lII,trlaged ill association illld ("o-ordinated
with LlIl~ policy 011 pt-in~s ,111(( if there is iI dir-ect link between the
level of co-n~spoll.sibility ,HId chilllges irl production (as is, for
example, the case for cotton) or the expenditure occasioned by
disposal (as is the case for sugar).The Commission takes the view that co-responsibility must remain an
essent ial adjunct to the pol icy on prices, and must be appl led 
the bas is of proper procedures allowing for the economic, budgetary
and social situations arising in respect of the products concerned;
for example, for cet-eals, the Commission has just indicilted its
intent ion lo i\(lju~t the market organizat ion by means of several
instnullents, includ in~ a co-responsibil ity levy which can be
lIIodulated to ,dlow for pnJdnclion structures.
h. fntervent ion
m -
-----._--_---_
(a) Making management more flexible
Intervention is one of the basic elements in most of the market
organizations. It was introduced in order to flatten out the
excessive short-term price fluctuations and the accompanying
product ion trends harmful to both producer and the consumer. 
solll~~limes also helps to increase the farmer s bargaining power
vis-a-vis dealers and the various users of agricultural products.
As far as the first aspect is concerned, the original function
of intervent ion as a " safety net" has been gradually lost as the
COIIDuunity has passed from deficit to surplus in the various
sectorS.
As a result of the gradual decline of prices, intervention has
become an outlet in itself, particularly attractive in that it
avoids the efforts and risks of marketing. Under these
circumstances, instead of reorientating production in line with
demand it becomes an instrument stimulating all artificial supply
for which there is no real possibil ity of disposal.
In a market generating a ~tructural surplus, the regulatory
falls rather to exports, which also have their limitations.
gradual adjustment of the balance between intervention and
exports is necessary therefore in order to secure a more
rational orientation cf production.
role
Tht~ role of illll~r velltiOll in illcreasing the bargaining strength
0 f fa rme r-s is undoubted 1 y I os i IIg its importance as the
agricultut-al wor- ld organises itself '-lilt! creates machinery,
cooperat i ves for- example, that eliminate the disadvantages of
wide dispersal of supply confronted with fairly highlyconcentrated demand. The Conunission considers that the trend
towards better organization of the agricultural wot-ld is highly
desirable and it intends to help resolve the problem by
encouraging this trend ,-wd not by consolidating a distorted
intet ventioI1 system.
Given the above considerations, adjustments should be made 
the system to eliminate certain rigidities and ensure that
intervention  is  restored to its original fuI1ct ion. The
continuity and the stability of the progress made can be ensured
by safeguarding this original function , through adaptatioIls
nec~ssitated by changes in market conditions, avoiding
consolidation of machinery as established at a given moment in
time on the basis of circlUIIstances which since have undergone
far-reaching change.
(b) QIHII i ty s tanda rds
The policy on quality is directed towards two objectives which
are both necessary at the present time. Firstly, there is an
effot-t to match production more accurately to the t-equiremenls
expt-essed on by the market and by users, and, secondly, there 
an attempt to limit quantitative increases in production since
very often quality can be achieved only at the expense of
reduced y ie ids.
It must be stressed that in certain cases where a surplus exists
it is a surplus of certain qual ities or varieties only within
the sector and is not in fact an overall surplus.
The Commission intends to pursue its efforts in this area by all
available means and in particular by differentiating the
intervention price in line with the differenti..lLs recorded on
the market for different qualities, such differentiation being
indispensable when , as is the case at the moment for many
sectors, the intervention price is close to the market price and
is a very strong pole of attraction and orientation for the
producer.
Moreover- , the increasingly important role of exports as an
outlet for and stabil izer of the market makes it more and more
necessary to stress quality in the policies followed.(c) Disposal of stocks left over from the past
A large voltune of intervention stocks is not only a considerable
strain on the budget but reduces bargaining power vis-a-vis
possible purchasers and thus helps depress the market and creat~
a climate of iIlstability.
Developments in the last few years have led to a build~up
intervention stocks creating, particularly for butter and
problems that are all the more acute in that these are
perishab le products.
beef,
The stocks of butter were largely accumulated before the
introduct ion of mi lk quotas and those of beef are at the moment
being indirectly affected by the introduction of these quotas,
which has led to heavy culling. In both cases a large
proport ion of the stock has been in the warehouses for more than
a year.
The Colluniss ion is aware of the gravity of the problem and ()f the
resulting consequences; it has therefore taken initiatives with
egard to reducing stocks which should help to ensure that the
situation is gradually restored to normal. It has also proposed
the allocat ion of funds to reduce the price  of  perishable
intervention products, when taken into storage, which would help
to improve budget "transparency" and facilitate disposal of
products in store.
'). 
Consumers
1.11 the Green Paper , the Commission recalled the advantages that have
accrued to conswners from the COl1illlOn agricultural policy, in
part icular stab i  izat ion  of  the markets and secure suppl ies. 
also pointed out that during the last few years official prices have
generally lagged behind inflation.
Cooswners are now becoming more and more sensitive about the
naturalness" or otherwise of the products they buy and about their
dietary qualities. Genetic manipulation, hormones, pesticides,
additives ;1I1d preservatives arc all disturbing concepts often
~atured in the media. The Collunl1nity has already made great efforts
in response to these worries by pl-ohibiting the use of harmful
substallCl:'-s, encouraging production of healthy varieties, fighting
against contagious disease, standardizing qualities, harmonizing
legislation etc. This work must b~ pursued and the consumel- must beinformed about it and, above all , given the necessary as.surallces.
Re~establ isilinent of a cl ilUklt~ of conf idence will undoubtedly
encourage consumption and efforts in this direction are in the
interest of both producers and consumers.
The same attitude must be adopted to the aspirations of the steadily
growing number of consumers who wish to be able to purchase
organica lly grown products even if they have to pay more for them.
This is a demand thilt Collullunity LJrll1ers would find it in their
interests to satisfy before f;rrmers outside the Conununity do so.
The Commission intends to t,-1keaction to promote such production by
introducing a legislative fnllllcwor-k that will ensure free movement
and giv(~ satisfastory guarillltees. The rules on label1illg may in
Uiis case as in others he a means of t-espond ing to the t-equirements
of both consumers and producers.
Collswuers in .our society are bombarded with publicity material
promoting foodstuffs many of which compete with traditional
agricultural products. rE agr- icultural products are to compete on
equal terms with these products. ;\ction should be taken, without
interfcr-ing with competition, to organize Gollullunity or national
infonll;ltion campaigns pn)Viding fulLer knowledge for the consWl1ers
to guid~ their decisions in the shops. Funds, usually accruing from
the various producer co-responsibility schemes, have been earmarked
for this purpose, and some action along these lines has already been
taken. The experit::!\ce already gained in the orgmlization of these
campaigns should IH~ turned to good account with a view to their
improvement .and intensification.
b.  Diversification of duction
The diversification of production still has a contribution to make
to improving the Community s ilgricultural potential whilst avoiding
the creation or- increase 01 surpluses.
As ;dn' ady pointed out in the (:reen Paper, the products offering the
best prospects in this (' onncctioll are oil and protein plants, of
which the ConulIllllity consumes (ar- more than it grows , products such
as certain types of fruit which are now quite UnCOlilll10n but which
could well prosper in the future, and timber products.
For oleaginous and protein products, past and prospective
development is being hampered by cost problems connected with the
nil tut-C of the present Commllll i ty support arrangements. The present
schemes are a heavy burden on thE: budget because, in the absence ofadequate protection from non-member countries, the Collunission has
been forced to m;jkt~ del' i(~ iency payments wi thout which f;jrmers would
simply not grow theln.
In thp chapt~!r 011 extenli\1 relntion:-; in the Green Paper, the
l;onunission suggested that this difficulty could be resolved by a
more halanced form of external protection. This would, however
require difficult negotiations with our trading partners, .and it
would be unrealistic to think that a solution could be found in the
short term.
In the meantime, provided that the cost to tile budget arises from
the nature of the system set up and not from the development of
surpluses, this sector should not be treated in the same way as
those adequately protected in respect to external competition.
In addition to these two groups of products, there are a number of
other types 01 pr-oduct ion not w idcspread at the moment (berries.
medicinal plantt5, herbs and spices, .almonds, minor forms of
stockfarming etc. ) which could under appropriate circumstances be
developed to it certa in extent wi thout it being necessat-y to
introdtH:e burdensome ,-md costly support mechanisms. The very marked
polarization of production that is now characteristic of certain
types of farming has come about at least in part from the existence
of the absolute guarantees affot-dl~d by rigid intet-venLion
mcchanit5ms. The gradual introduction of more flexible intervention
mechanisms t5hould bring about an increase in sensitivity to market
denli.1nd on the p;lrt of farmers and encourage some diversification and
reorientation of production.
The Conullission intends to take the initiative on measures relating
to research , experimental work and the provision of advisory
servicet5, since these are the best means of supporting this trend.
Forestry may also have a role to play, not only as a source of
supplementary income, but also in the use of land withdrawn from
agriculture. ft could well offer certain advantages in terms of
alternative pr-oduction , since it is a major activity in the regions
of the C()~lUU\lldty and since, in many respects, it is a valuable
source of 1:~lIlployment. It is an activity whidl could also be t\lrm~d
to good aCCOllllt in d iff erent ways so as to adapt to the spec if ic
featun~s of the farms and the charactei-istics of the regions
concerned, and it an activity which is already suppot-ted , to some
extent, by the structures side of the C.
The Commission is now drafting a doc.ument on foresJ:ry with a view to
discussion of certain questions concerning agriculture and
forestry. The matters on which the Conunission would lik~ to prompt
comprehensive discussion include the following questions: "What are
the best ways and means of organizing an increase in the areas undertimber b1 the Conutlllnity? What are .the conditions which must be met
to enable forestl-y to playa l'oLe as an altenliltive to surplus
agricultut-al production? How ~~ould schemes operated under taxation
arrangements or through aid systems be combined to provide effective
incentives or enhancement of the value of the Conul1unity woodlands
7.  Techn f.al prOK!"
~~~- 
and new uses
Technical progress goes far to account for the expansion 
production in recent years. The contribution it has been making,
notably through bio-technology, may be expected to increase, not
only on the supply side , but also in respect of demand: the
development of bio-technology will definitely lead to wider outlets
for certain agricultural products traditionally grown in the
Conmlunity (e.g. sugar and cereals) and for those the production of
which could be developed (e.g. certain oil-bearing plants).
NonetheleBs, the actual quantities of agricultural produce that can
be acconnted for tlll-ough these new outlets are, at any rate in the
short and medilun terms, reliltively small.
The major obstacle standing in the way of the development of these
new channeLs is the high cost of the agricultural raw materials. 
this connection, the Conmli.ssion has proposed, with a view to
invo I v jng ConmlUni ty agricul ture in these new developments and
ensuring that price levels do not induce investors to locate their
operations outside the Conmlunity, systems designed to enable the
industrialists concenled to obtain supplies at world prices. The
products covered by these systems are, at the present time, cereals
and sugar.
As time goes on , productivity gains should make it possible to
organize production specificaJ Ly designed for industrial uses and
competitive enough to obviate costly subsidies. Agricultural
research must be promoted and guided on the basis of this policy
goal, with the consistent principle that any further expansion of
production must henceforth be justified by a real ~ illldunsubsidized
- expans ion in outlets.
The Commission has also studied the problem of the use of certain
Community products for the manufacture of bio-ethanol. Its
pre I imi nary conc 1 us ions are con tained in its Memo randwl1 on the
adjustment of the market organization of cereals (COM(R'1) 700
filial). This problem is parti(~ularJy complex in view of its
strategic and budgetary implications. At this stage the Collunission
plans, on the one hand , to study the question in greater depth to
obtain an objective view of the various factors involved and, on the
other hand, to cont inue to promote research progranunes on this
subject fOt' the time being.B. ~2.licy 2 truc tures
As already pointed out in the Green Paper , agriculture has been
involved in the last twenty years in the far-reaching process of
adaptation which h,-Is affected, and still affects, all the industries,
notably because of technical progress Clud the deveLopment of the
couditions under which firms and operators compete.
However, declining growth rates, the lack of alternative jobs, and the
bui ld up of surpluses 011 the agricul tural markets are all factors
combining to make the old strategy of development hinging on sustained
mobility of manpower and capital goods and on production growth an
unrea Lis tie one.
Thus the Council of Ministers adopted on 12 March 1985 an updating of
the entire legislation in force on agricultural structures (Council
Regulation (EEC) No 797/85) with a view to improving the effectiveness
of the relevant instrwnents.
This updating allowed to some extent for the changes of context in
which it is to work , in particular by refocussing investment aids on
targets such as conversion of production, improvement of quality,
improvement of living and working conditions, protection of the
environment , and, in general, an effort to enhance productivity by
cutting costs rather than by increasing production.
In the Green Paper , the Conunission thus assumes that, following recent
adjustments, the Collununity hi-\s the essential instruments for stepping
up its action in this sphere; it foresaw, however , that further
dditions oraltenltions might prove ne.:essary.
The Conuniss ion also stresses the imporcance of action to encourage the
creation of income sources alternative to, or supplementing,
agricul tural income, and consequently the need for a sharp increase in
the intensified action of the structural funds in rural areas, by means
of additionaL financial resources. It was against this background that
the Community decided, for example, to implement the Integrated
Mediterranean Programmes (IMPs).
As for action peculiar to the socio-structural policy under the overall
strategy on removing market imbalances, it could be usefully
implemented in four main areas.1 .
~~~ 
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In the first place this means helping formers to adjust to the new
real ities of the nlilrket:
by r-ation;l!izatioll of lilt' mt';Hls of production , with the emplwsis 011 better orgilIlizatioll t-iltlWt- tlWIl 011 ill-considered increases
in p roduc t i 011 ;
by the diversification or qualitative improvement of production;
by actively seeking new outlets and by taking more systematic
account of med hun-tenn and long-term trends on the market.
In this context the services which provide the fanner with the
technical and economic Support necessary for the proper management
of his busines"S have always been a decisive factor in the
development of Llrmillg, pcirticularly where family holdings are concerned. The n!lIIarkable achievements recorded in certain countries of the Conul)uni ty are doubtless largely attributable to the ef fie iency of the support services in ques lion. The need for such support is particularly clear when
, as is now the case, the task is to guide pr-odllction along new lines and to reorganize holdings in the light of far-reaching chclllges in the economic context and the mclrket 1JituaUon or- to bring about a grc.1dual change in the attitude of prodlH:ers who h;lve so F..lt- h(~en I-ather passive in their approach to tilt' m;lrk(:l.
The provision of such Support , which is very largely dependent on
the government and the structur es established by fanners organizations , hils vilt"ied greatly fr-om one country to another. is difficult , ;1fter- all , to provide uniform and centralized
enCOut-agement for initiatives which have to be adapted to locaL cin:umstauces. Experience so far has been rather disappointing in
this respect. It is important
, however , that further endeavours should be made to remedy certain shortcomings
, in particular in the regions suffering from natural or structural handicaps.
The Conuniss ion intends to step up its cOlmnitmcnt to the promotion and coordination of rest:arch ;lIld exper-imentalion. Policy on agricultural rest.:ilt-dl is to !It' stn~lIglht:lled. Technology transfer lIIust be orgalliz(~d effectively, I:Spt~(:iillly for the I(~ss developedregions, so that the gap between them and the rest can be narrowed.
The Commission is also ready to study, together with the national
administrations and the farmers ' organizations, the most effective
means of encouraging the development of advisory and management
services and of services which can provide farmers with information
on the state of the market.
2. 1"3(~JJitalJ!!g UlC di!'P2~i:1J oJ P!-O(!ll!-'
Secondly, inct-eased SliPPOt- t should be given to those structures
which can facilitate the dispo~al of production by better
organization of marketing and tht~ development of processing.
Marketing structures which ensure the necessary transparency and a
competitive processing industry are the farmer s best allies. 
many cases the cause of failure or disappointment is more likely to
occur at this level than at the production stage. For example, the
scope for developing certain alternative lines of production depends
heavily on the provision of appropriate industrial and commercial
infrastructures.
The recellt adjustments to Regulaton No  355/77  have further enhanced
the usefulness of the instrwnent which had already proved itself
extremely effective. The Conuuission intends to pursue its efforts
for improvements in this area and, should the funds available prove
insufficient, it is ready to take the necessary steps to have these
funds increased.
3. He~l~i..!lg_ Jedn(~e production potential and ,-::nc~ur~gJ_nE._ L!!~
~Q~_t~L!~tJ9~! _or J::ounK- t,-!rlll~ r-
Thirdly, measures should be adopted which will help to bring about
better equilibrium in the area of production whilst helping certain
types of farmers who merit special ,-lttention in connection with the
present adjustments.
Technical progress will certainly enhance unit yields and therefore
the supp I y of pmduc ts to be disposed of on the market, although
demand is lIIarking lime or, at illlY rate, increasing only sLowly.
Hence the need to convert some land to non~agricultural use, to
forestry or to unilltensive forms of farming.l-:1 ~
Also, young people entel" ing r..rming in presellt conditions Ht-
handicapped not only by the saturation of the markets but also by
the very low degree of production factor mobility, especially of
land, i.md have serious difficulties to contend with in their efforts
to est,-iblish farms that are large enough to be really viable.
The posit ion of elderly farmers, who started farming when the market
situation was completely different from what it is now , is equally
unenviable. Because of their age, training and habits acquired over
many .years of work, it will probably be difficult for many of them,
especially those who have no successors, to make the necessary
effort to revise subsUmtially the organization of their work. For
the same reasons, it is not easy to see how they could rett-ain for
other wOl- , particularly at a time when jobs are so hard to find.
In view of these various problems, the Commission is contemplating 
scheme consisting in offering farmers aged between 55 and 65 an
annual "pre-pension" supplemented by a lump-sum payment per hectare
where the farmer stops farming and his land is either withdrawn from
cultivation and is left fallow for a specified l1tuuber of years, or
is assigned to non-agricultural uses such as afforestation, sport or
recreat ion. Thought should be given at the same time to ways in
which me;lsun,,:S taken under the social security systems for the
benefit of farm workers could be fitted into this plan.
Where tanners aged between ')') and 6') stop work and hand over
responsibility for the farm to ii young farmer, they may also qualify
for ,In '1IIIIlIili "pn~-pensi(Jn" allowance provided that the successor
conmlits hi'Hself to conversion of the farm, for example to
alternativ(~ products, to quality production, or to a production
system allowing for environmental constraints.
In order to allow for the particular circumstances in given regions
and countries, and thus enhance the effectiveness of the scheme, the
allowances and the Community reimbursement rates could be modulated.
The Conunission is also further studying the possibility of
organizing other schemes which would facilitate conversion of part
of the land to other non-agricultural activities: an active and
extensive pol icy designed to cut back production potential would be
of obvious viduc givt~n the present production and market situation
but related financing and audit and control problems would be by no
means negligible. in this connection , what is needed in particular-
is a thot-ough review of the experience already gained in this field
in a numbe r 0 f non-membe r COlin tries.I,.  i:!eJEi_I!&._to ma~ntai~gricultt-'Fa acti~ities
FourthLy, there should ht~ a further strengthening of the measures
d(~signed to takc account of the irreplaceable I-ole played by f;lrming
in certain areas of the Community and to provide a fair return for
the services which fanners render to society in general in terms 
land improvements and the safeguarding of the social and
environmenta 1 equ i I ib rium.
The Coinmission thus plilllS to propose that the scope of the measures
on behal I' of mountain and hill farming and farming in certain
less-favoured areas (TitLe III of Regulation (EEC) No 797/85) should
be broadened alld their effectiveness improved. This will be done
wi tholll Cllcout-aging increased or more intensive product ion, the sole
objective being to ensut-e satisfactory incomes and thus help
maintain , in these areas, the level of farming equilibrium.
The COllunission (llso intends, in connection with the implementation
of Article 18 of Regulation (EEC) No 797/85. to propose schemes
which wi II be integrated with those financed by the Community
other- sU-uctural funds and loan instt-wlIents, with a view to
improving the economic viabil ity of certain rural areas of the
Community and, in particular. encouraging the creation of
alternative opportunities for employment.
C. Protection 9f the envi ro1llnent and Ina intenance of the country~id~
Consultations have confirmed that there is a growing interest in all
matters n~lating to the environment and the protection thereof. As
pub 1 ic opin ion becomes more aware of the problem, a great variety of
initiatives '-Ire being taken to introduce appropriate legisl,-Ition. In
planning the development of any form of productive activity, therefore,
implications can noW no longer be ignored.
Agriculture is thus increasingLy affected, partly because of the
measures to control tllf~ misuse of pesticides and fertili7'.ers or to
regulate (~et.t;tin forms of stock-f;lrming. In this context tite adoption
by certain MelidH'l- States of legislation on intensive stock-farming
(particularly pig-fanning) is now confen- ing some urgency on the
question of conunon action , not only with a view to protecting the
environment but ;lIso to ensure fair conditions of competition.
Similarly, indefinitt! ex(!lI1ption tram the principle that the "polluter
pays" can hardly be given to agricuLtural holdings, least of all to
those which, in terms of the way they are structured and operate, are
tb all intents and purposes industrial undertakings.It should be rel1lembet-ed. however, that the introduction of certain
constraints obliges the farmer to alter his habitual production
techniques. Consequently, it is important that farmers in this
situation should have available the necessary teehn 
iea I  ass  is tanee and
thus be ab Ie to make the change in the proper manner. The Collulliss ion
intends to look into this matter and to take the necessary steps, in
particular to promote research ,-md experimentation on the production
techniques best suited to achieve the desired objective along
economically satisfactory lines. Appt'opt"iate planning procedures
should also be introduced, including a comprehensive assessment of the
impact on the environment for the main projects relating to land IltiLiz;\tioll , and the possibility ShOltld be studied of curtailing, or
even , in certain cases, prohibiting, the use of public assistance to
promote drainage.
Unlike other activities, however , agriculture can claim to make a
positive contribution to safeguat"ding the environment, provided that it
observes certain rules. The usefulness of a COIIUllon aid scheme for
fanners making such iI contribution has been recognized in the new
Regulation on agdcul tunll structures (Article 18 of Regulation No
797/8'1). The Coiruniss ion has undertaken to propose a .conunOn framework fot" encourag ing the conservation of the rural environment and the
protection of specific sites and will shortly forward the relevant
proposals to the Counci 1. Income support would be provided for farmers
who maillt;lin (or introduce) agricultut"al production methods which are
colllpat ible with the protection of the natural habitat and the measures
taken under the CAP would be integrated with overall environmental
, policy. A COIIUIIUllity financial contribution towards such income support
arrangements could be envis~\ged.
On the whole, then~lon' , the concern for the environment is a positive factor where the agr' icllltural sector is concerned. It may mean ;l(lditional income for the fanner under specific aid schemes and it may
help to n~lIIove cer' tain market imbalances attributable to over~intensive
f;lrmillg of the land.D. Ex te rna I re la t ions
The gradual transition from a situation of deficit to one of surplus
means that the des ign and management of the conunon agricul tural pol icy must take increasing account of the external dimension.
As rega("ds the products in surplus, which now constitute the majority
of agricultural p("oducts ill the Community, outlets in non-membe("
countries are both an essential requi("ement for the balance of the
market and a fundamental pa("ameter in the quantit;ttive and qualitative
guidance of production. It was for this reason that the Conunission
included a chapter on international t~ade in the Green Paper. It
emerged in the consultations that farming circles attach special
importance to litis aspect and view certain adjustments to the rules
govenling imports as a matter of priority in any adaptations made to
the mechanisms of the conuuon agricuJtund pol  icy.
In the case of produc ts bound under GATT, the Conununi ty can only al ter the rules on imports ,lfter negotiations with its t("ading partners. 
subord inate any other adapta lion of the mechanics of the CAP to a
modification of these trCide regimes, as some farmers would seem to
demand , would be tantamount to recognizing the inability of the
Community to settle its own internal problems for itself. This 
clearly an approach which the Conunisssion cannot entertain. The
COI1IDlission feels, however, that the effort demanded conununity producers
to adapt to present market situations and to contain surpluses must be
matched by similar sacrifices from the Conununity s trading partners.
Pending possible negotiations, account can moreover be taken of certain
imba lances in the fie 1 d 0 f exte rna 1 pro tee t ion, and the Collunun i ty preference can be enSllr-ed by other means. For example, in the recent
melJlorandwn on the adaptation of the cereals market organization , the
Conuniss ion envisaged i nc luding sllbst i tute produc ts, wh ich are imported into the Collununity at a very low or- zero rate of duty, in the internal
consumption of cereals, ental ling illl equivalent redllctioll in that
portion of production with regard to which coresponsibility would be
calculated. It is also in this connection thilt, in the absence of adequate protection , the Conununity has set up, for example for oilseeds
and vegetable oi Is, a system of processing aids accompanied by minimum
prices which takes account of growers' iuteres ts.ft should be emphasized thClt , .IS pointed out in the Green Paper
stronger external protection for some products should go hand in hand
with an attenuation of protection in others. More precisely, it would
be inconceivable to negotiate consol idation and even the improvement of
our export trade flows while at. the same time sealing off our frontiers
to imports. Autarchy is not a suitable model for a Community whose
economy depends very much on trade and which has to import most of the
raw materials it needs.
In this ctwpter , the Commission can , at this stage, only confirm the
va lue of the ideas set out in the Green Paper relat ing to the rules
governing imports ~H1d exports, which it is now considering in greater depth. The prepaGlttn-y work fot- the next multilateral negotiations 
now under way .Uld at this state the greatest caution is to be observed.
Tlwn? is 110 doubt , Ilow('w' , th.lt the credibility of the Conillltll1ity and
its bargailling power' ilt the forthcoming international agricultural
negotiatiolls wi 11 depend greatly on the ability which it will have
shown to so 1 ve its internal problems, part icularly in the matter of
Clgricultur-,tl surplus(?s.
If the Community has demonstrated the necessary determination, we may
perhaps be able to convince our partners of the need for a better
or-ganizat ion of the world market. This is a long~standing Conmmnity
a LIlI. It is admi t ted ly one which is in its own interes t but also, the
Conunission is profoundly convinced, in that of its partners as well,
whether they are industrialized or developing countries. There is
therefore r-cason to hope that mOt-e systematic co-operatiotl and more refined ndes for international trade will take the place of
confrontation on the markets and in international organizations and
that the unjustified costs  of  cut-throat competition can be avoided.
It is also vit.d th.lt the Cldjustlllents made to the CAP .1llow properly
for the relCltions the Community mClintains with developing countries and
for the need to ensure that the Collullunity s policy on exports is 
line with their supply needs: the Conununity is at the same time a
major supplier and the leading customer for agriculkural products. 
has also established fairly extensive co-operation links with many of
them and hils introduced a general ized preferences system which covers a
wide range of agricultural products.
As already indicated at the beginning of the Conuuurtication, the
Commiss ion has begun a thorough reassessment of its pol icy of suppl ies
for the developillf?, countries which need more in the way of agricultural
pr-oducts than they cCln produce , and it will make appropriate proposals
in due coun;(? However , it wishes to stress once again that thispolicy cannot and must not in any circwnstances be seen solely as a way
of disposing of agricultural sUt-pluRes and that the ConmJUnity must
continue to assist these countries with the development of their own
agricultures.
The Commission intends to confirm what it stated in the Green Paper
also as regards the need to pursue an active export pol icy and, in that
context, ensure that the instruments of the external regime of the CAP
are effective. The continuing importance of the world market as an
outlet for a part of the Communi ty I S production impl ies .a twofold
requirement in this connection:
firstly, it is important that the efforts to rationalize the
exist ing instruments be continued and that their operation be made
more transparent. This could help to restore a climate of
confidence with our trading partners and prevent pointless disputes
which are not in the interest of Conununity agriculture;
secondly, it is important that these instruments be diversified so
that Community operators can be present, on an equal footing, 00 a
market where competition is constantly increasing.
Budge ta r"'y~  I~~!:.-de r.i~ t ions
The guidelines adopted allow for budgetary constraints, in particular
those deriving from the budgetary discipline required in connection with
EAGGF guarantee spending. This discipl ine, involving a growth rate for
agricul tural expendi ture lower than the rate of growth of the Community 
I s
own resources, will necessitate difficult decisjons, especially because of
recent developments on agricultural markets both within the Conununity and
ou ts ide it.
Given, howevf~r , the time needed to implement the measures contemplated..
the value, indeed the necessity, of intensifying certain types of
intervention , and the time required. before measures intended to curtail
the development of product ion have ;IllY ilPpreciable impact on the volwne of
Community l~xpenditure, the question does arise as to whether the
object ives set can be ach ieved wi th in the time limits fixed whilst
remaining within the "nornwl" framework of the present financial rules and
of the apPI-O\H- iations which these rules place at the disposal of the two
EAGGF see t ions.
Although it is not possible at the present time to answer this question on
the basis of precise figures, it is, however , clear that certain measures
contemplated, or that could be contemplated, in respect of the policy on
markets and/or the policy on structures will have the effect of slowing
down the growth of agricultural expenditure in the medium and long term,
but could welt , in the immediate future, tend to boost EAGGF costs.This is an effect which the Conunission has already had to contend with
when preparing the proposal for the buying in of milk quotas, and it will
again arise for a nwnber of specif ic schemes contemplated with a view to
eliminating the supply/demand gap which lies at the heart of the present
difficulties besetting the CAP.
In this field, for example, the restoration of a reasonable supply
equil ibrium requires not only market and structural pol icy measures to
control production and thus clu- th~! build-up of surpluses , but also
action in respect of the present situation by the disposal of current
stocks which, owing to' their size, represent a major item of expenditure
for the budget .and .also affect market prices.
In this connection, it is obvious that a
present situation calls for ~ to dispose
near future with regard to the volwne of
from the ordinary funds available to the
current budgetary rules.
special operation ~ which the
of surpluses, and action in the
produc t ion , could no t be financed
EAGGF Guarantee Section under the
Likewise, it should be noted that the I':AGGF Guidance Section s five-year
alloccltion lor- 19WI- , does not (:over- appt-opriations for the measure
cd lIIed at enco\u-ag i ng fa nile t-S to I eave the land, since it is a new measure,
nor does it provide sufficient appropriations to cover intensification 
measures already in force.
The conclusion must be that , allowing for budgetary requirements, it will
nonetheless be necessary, if the objectives set are to be achieved, to
finance beyond the norma I appropr iat ions, specif ic schemes of the type
outlined above for the EAGGF Guarantee Section and to increase the EAGGF
Guidance Section s five-year allocation.
V I. Cone 1 us ions
-----_.
Throughout the ConmlUnity, the production system is now being adjusted in
order to focus effort and streamline the use of resources within a
strategy designed to prepare Europe for the challenges of the next decade
and thus provide all its citizens with real prospects for the future.
This is a pnJcess which is bound to affect agriculture as well.
Tlwt farming is a spec ial branch of industry is , of course, a fact that
cannot be ignored. Agrindtur;lI ;H:livilY n~mains greatly dept~ndent on
biological cycles which impose constnlints and particular rhythms largely
escaping human contro 1. It retains a strategic role as a supplier ofbiisic food pcoducts; over and above its strictly economic functions, it
plays what is, in some cases at least, an irreplaceable role in land
development and the s,lfeguLlrding of certain social, environmental and
nat~r'-ll equilibria.
The consultations have also confirmed a broad consensus as to the
importance of safeguard ing the part icular character of farming in Europe.
The European system, which is based mainly on family farms, 
clwracterized by stcl~tures resulting from the high density of the
population and frequently very intensive interpenetration between urban
and rural areas. The ma intenance of cectain equil ibria serves the
interest of soc iety as a whole.
These characteristics and specific features demand a stable framework of
rules designed to tempec the impact on prices and incomes of excessive
fluctuations in production and ensure some degree of protection from the
erratic swings of prices on a world market which is usually narrow, often
residual and sometimes actually manipulated. Neither exclusively
budgetary .~ and, therefore, Iwrrow-ranging - considerations, nor
self-interested pressure by certain non-member countries can compel the
ConIDlunity to review the basic principles of the conunon agricultural
policy. Its aims as set out in the Treaty of Rome remain valid.
However, agdntlture, likt~ any other sector of the economy, must meet the
laws of the market-place and relate to socio-economic developments in the
surrounding world if it is to remain dynwnic and efficient. In the eyes
of the taxpayer , particular charactee is no reason for permanent,
conspicuous wastage, least of all at a time when the economic situation 
difficult and demands sacrifices from everybody.
As pointed out at the beginning of this Communication , the imbaLance
between supply ,Ind demand lies at the root of the present problems of the
CAP. The return to a sound situation will therefore have to be achieved
mainly through the policy on prices and markets.
Many instnmtents are avai table, and they all have something to
contribute. They wi II have to be used in a coherent and coordinated
manner so as to help the fanner to regain an awareness of the market and
to ac t in ~onsequence.
Ln this context , prices playa crucial role: trends in prices and in
price relationships determine the long-term development of production and
structural adjustments. Fucthermore, prices constitute a reference factor
in re lat ion to which the other managenlent ins tnunents avai lable may 
deployed. On a satllratedmarket , prices tend to ease down; if the present
market conditions continue, the policy on prices can but be restrictive 
the years to come.Pending a medhlllJ- and long-term adjustment of production, the
co-responsibility of the farmer is proving to he an essential complement
to price policy. Insofar as it is intended to provide each farmer with an
effective indicator of market dynamics, it must develop in line with the
growth or fall of production or the costs sustained in disposing of the
latter. The contributioll made by farmers must, moreover, be distributed
fairly and, therefore, be modulated to allow for certain social problems
which are particularly acute in the case of small farms, but also for the
relative advantages which each category of farmer derives from CAP support
and the system of guaranteed prices, depending on how big their farms are
and the type of farming.
Intervention must gradually revert to its original role as a safety net
designed to contain short-term price fluctuations within certain Limits.
It cannot take the place of a structurally congested market. The
rigidities which prevent this management instrument from being used
effectively must therefore be gradually attenuated.
Attenuating of the structural rigidity of
realistic price policy will automatically
production and the new uses of products.
information will assist this process.
intervention and pursuing a more
stimulate the diversification of
Research and dissemination of
Lastly, .a policy which puts the emphasis on quality as opposed to
quantity, more careful and systematic consideration for the concerns of
the consumer and measures to contain the harm done by a type of
agriculture which, being intensive, can be prejudicial to the environment
all these are factors which constitute very useful adjuncts to the effort
to achieve market balance. They contribute to containing unrestrained
growth of production and help to create the conditions facilitating its
disposal.
The policy on structu~'es can and must , by means of measures which are
coordinated and consistent with the price policy, also help to reach the
objectives mentioned. The measures envisaged in this field will both help
farmers to adapt to the new market reality and contribute to a better
balance between supply and demand.
The Commission itself will deploy all the instruments and resources
available to ensure that the action it takes is as fair and as effective
as possible, relying, for this, on more open consultation with all those
working in the agricul tural sector.
The guidelines set out in this Communication result from the search for a
balanced path among the nwuerous constraints. Their aim is gradually to
encourage the farmer to return to his role as entrepreneur. This
admittedly entails what for some farmers may be a difficult process of
adaptation. However , it should be realized that if these adaptations are
not accepted and undertaken on the initiative or with the support of the
parties concerned, they will inexorably be imposed upon them by
circwustances. The Commission believes that its duty is to offer the
farming community prospects rather than illusions and it believes that it
is proposing a way ahead which is both realistic and fair.